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I 1 - am an empiricist; I believe that when COW and l e g k j h ~ r ~  w d h  r m p i r s . ~ g \ ; ~ 4 $ ~ ~ '  rrr - I , ;--$?l about human behavior, their decisions should be hfomed by rnpiqiml. c-;; and legislatures are faced with such questiofls every &)r DO ja.i.ie~ d y  dm@ dl@$$%$? - 8  facts and the ipw? When p a F  div~i'ce, what kind o~cwt~dp  ammqt 4 lersf . %$& harmful to. the cadfen2 Why do people favirr or oppose &e:dmq pemlq? H b  & an%.: tell when we can trust the testimony of a young child? For rhat matter, how epll we tel~. 4: ':- 
whether an adultk testimony is accurate? +-; 1 1. ., ,-- 
Legal analys~ and decision-makers have m&tionali3f . i t s e d  $u-ons like the& :: 
with rational analysis, intuition, and common sensc Whnt 
gives me is a set of systematic techniques for ruling au 
othm, for testing my mtional anqlyses, intuitions, and 
my research on juries 1 have brought in groups of 12 jury-eligible dtjzem, 5hshdwp &an it . 
videotaped -1, and then let them deliberate and try to reach a vediqt, just like real. 
juries. Their deliberations are videotaped, 'hnd afterwads I ask them questiom to fiad om 
how well they remembered and understood the facts of the rase and the judgeb .. - \ L .  instructions on the kw. My research, and that of other psy&i,logisti who stuby - c~':: 
shows that juries come to an accurate understaqding of the he@. During delibemtiori &if$ 
correct each OW mistakes, and by the end of this pmc& &eir understgndq of & 
A 
facts is m a  complete and accurate. than it was at the beginning. However, this is not ;, 
-- 
T' for their understanding of the law. The jumrs want to get the law right, they try to get y .- ;- 
right, but they fail, and p u p  deliberation doesn't help. 
A critic might argue that these results are u n ~ t w o r t h y , ~ c a u s e  th se were just mo& -' i ' 
jurors, not real on&# w maybe they didn't take their task vkry seriously One of the 
beauties of systematic research is that the scientist3 toolkit contains many metho+, aq$ -.':b! 
so it is possible to do asecond study to compensate for the wealplesse-of the first. So I . - 
inmewed real jurors after they had decided real cases, and asked ,than questions about :'> 
the legal instructions they had been given. They were just as confused Ps the m&& juko$; .: 
During the 1990s the jury system was widely criticized, and a number of dim @ere :. 
proposed. Systematic empirical r e s m h  is Wemely useful (of course 1 would say it is 
essential) in discovering which of the pmblerms are real and which of the proposed- 
reforms are effective. 9 
The opportunities for applying empirical methods to legal questions are endless. 1 have 
done research on factors that affect the accuracy of eyewitness testimony, on the reasons 
for people3 attitudes toward the death penalty and on the fairness and the quality of 
decision making of juries in real cases. The differences between my expertise and that of 
my lawyer C O ~ & I ~  make collaboration especially valuable. When two well-trained I 
people with very Merent approaches to defining and answering questions work together 
on a project, the experience is much more challenging but also much more exding tlqn 
it b when the two people think alike to begin with It can be frustrating, sometimes even 
exasperating, but it is always exciting, and in general 1 think that m u l t i d l s c i p ~  
collaboration results in answers that are both deeper and more comprehensive. 
An anpirial approach has one other atnibute that is rnre in tmditional legal analysis, 
and that is the posiMty that the results will show that your idms were just plain wrong. 
For instance, in one study 1 set out to test the hypothak that wimessa make fiany more 
false identific~ti~ns when they are only shown the s ~ p q t  by Y e l f  than when they ' 
have to pick him fmm a full lineup. Everybody "hew" this, including the Supreme 
Court, but in fact thae wasn't any research on the question. My plan was to BU this small . 
gap. Much to my surprise, witneses made just as many mistakes - or more - with the 
full lineup. This unexpected finding led me to new ideas and new r-h paths that I 
would not have been able to conceive if 1 had not been an empiricist. 
